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Chapter 1 : Supported eBook Formats | Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing
There are many different ways for self-published authors to format their ebooks, from farming out the task to a specialist
formatter, to doing it blog.quintoapp.comenced indie authors often become passionate advocates of one system or
another, and some are more accessible and affordable than others.

However, provided you are competent at using your word processor, it is simple to prepare your manuscript
and export it to an appropriate epublishing format. In general, document styles should have paragraphs set for
one-half inch first line indent, single spaced lines and font set to point Times New Roman or its equivalent.
Use Header 1, 2, etc. Also, set your page size to between 5 inches by 7 inches and 6 inches by 9 inches.
Remove manual indentations and manual double spaces between paragraphs if any are in your book. In Word,
go to the search-replace function. The acceptable positions are centered on the bottom of each page, or in the
upper outside corners of facing pages so the page open to the left has a number in the upper left, the one on the
right has a page number in the upper right. In WordPerfect, these are simple options on the Format Page menu.
Create a front cover. Your front cover, the first page of your document, can be plain or artistic, but it should
include your title and name in a prominent position. Insert this cover as the first page of your document, with
one empty page after it. Now insert another page with the title of your book and your name as author centered
on the page. Insert a fourth and fifth blank page behind the title page. Create your table of contents. For
Microsoft Word, at the top of your new fifth page select "Insert," then "Reference," then "Index and Tables,"
and choose Table of Contents in later versions of MS Word, this command has been moved to the
"References" ribbon. For WordPerfect, look for this command in "Tools," "Reference. To update, right-click
the table and select "Update. At minimum, you should have a PDF and a text format. Save your document in
the native format and as an RTF file before you continue. If you have an older version, your best bet is
downloading OpenOffice a free program , opening your document there, and saving to PDF. Because a text
file will lose most of the special formatting you just inserted, go ahead and save your original file as a. Other
file formats you should consider include Mobipocket. However, if you have a text file and a PDF file of your
book, everyone should be able to access your book. Cite this Article A tool to create a citation to reference this
article Cite this Article.
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Chapter 2 : How to Format Ebooks in Word
Get your next free ebook download from Obooko: all legally available as pdf, epub books and kindle books. free books
to read and download that won't cost you a penny Access and every free ebook download is without charge.

May 7, eBook format I assume you spent many hours writing your book, so obviously you want the digital
version to look beautiful and offer the reader a great experience. First, read an eBook! Perhaps surprisingly,
most of the questions we get asked about eBook formatting and conversion seem to stem from the fact that
lots of writers have still never read an eBook. They have not seen how text behaves on various eReading
devices. There is no set pagination with a standard eBook because the number of words displayed per page can
change based on user settings and the screen size of the particular device. Most eBooks are standard ePUB
format. This format is ideal for text-based books and books with small images embedded amongst the text
which essentially creates paragraph breaks. If you want to publish one of these kinds of books, fixed layout
may be the better solution, since it preserves the qualities of the printed page. To put it plainly, the pages of a
fixed layout eBook areâ€¦ fixed! Content images, text, etc. Fixed layout is like the digital version of
typesetting; you can embed fonts and choose the exact placement of visual elements. The benefit of fixed
layout is that YOU are in complete control of the experience. The drawback is that readers are NOT! With
fixed layout, readers lose the ability to resize text, change margins, change spacing, and change fonts. Keep in
mind that a fixed layout eBook is different from a PDF file. While the content is not re-flowable, a fixed
layout eBook can make use of enhanced interactive features. Use the standard ePUB format if: Consider fixed
layout if: You should NOT use the tab key or spacebar to indent paragraphs in your eBook manuscript doc.
The ePUB conversion process will go smoothly and your readers will be happier, too. From there you can set
the indentation for the first line of each paragraph. However, you CAN designate where you want page breaks
in your eBook. How to insert a page break in Microsoft Word Inserting page breaks is easy in Word. What
kind of margins should my eBook have? We generally recommend that you use. This will ensure that the
reader can customize their reading experience without worrying about text loss. Also, be absolutely sure that
all your margins are positive numbers. Negative margins will result in words getting cut off from your book.
How should I justify the text in my eBook? This helps ensure that the end user the reader can still easily
customize their reading experience on their preferred eReading device. Right-justification is allowed as well,
but if you choose right justification you may need to make sure all the bullets and lists are left aligned which
can be a bit of a pain if you have many lists. Also, some eReaders will override your right-justification settings
anyway. Avoid mixing justifications whenever possible. Those extra spaces can cause some alarming breaks
in a line as the book dynamically repaginates. What font and font size should I use for my eBook? To ensure
maximum readability across multiple devices, screen sizes, etc. When it comes to fonts, we recommend that
you use only ONE font in your book, and that it be a standard one: Ariel, Times New Roman, or Courier.
Fancy fonts especially fancy serif fonts might look great, but oftentimes they are converted into strange
characters and symbols. Your eBook could look like a garbled mess. Like the font itself, the font size will be
customizable by the reader. The conversion process will go smoothly if you avoid very large or very small
font sizes. We recommend 12pt font size for body text and pt for chapter titles. In a world where a text can be
discovered, accessed, and customized to reader preference on multiple devices computers, phones, eReaders,
tablets, etc. Hopefully these font tips will help you avoid any conversion gremlins along the way. What page
size should I use when formatting my eBook manuscript? So when I first asked an eBook conversion expert
what page size I should make my manuscript document before conversion, I was happy to hear a very
non-technical answer: After the ePUB conversion process, the text that was gently scooped up from your
manuscript file will be displayed in the correct order, of course! Avoid wrapping text around images. Use
in-line images with text above and below for best results. Make sure your graphics are in the following
formats: All images except the cover image should be a maximum of px tall and px wide. Cover graphics
should be a maximum of px tall and px wide. Other important tips of note when it comes to images are:
BookBaby can convert all of the graphic elements included in your eBook. Images, tables, and diagrams:
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Images, tables, and diagrams require optimization to ensure proper display on the supported eReaders.
Non-image materials such as excel tables, pie charts, and non-flattened artwork will be converted to jpegs for
proper display on eReaders. These items will not scale or resize with the fonts. When you take a photograph
with a digital camera or scan an image using a digital scanner, the resulting file uses the RGB color mode so
you will not need to convert these files. Photoshop and color mode: Resize your images If you want your
eBook to display content in an attractive way across all the eReaders, you should resize your images outside of
the Word doc before you insert them. Many people drag an image from their desktop into the Word document
FIRST and then adjust the size using the little square scrollers that appear in the corners when you click on the
image. As far as the document is concerned, the image is still the original size. So if you dragged a giant. To
avoid this formatting issue, adjust the size of the image first! Then move it into the Word doc. You can make
it appear smaller, but no bigger. This allows you to get a feel for how the image at its actual size will display
in relation to the text. Resize large images to pixels high if you would like them to display in-line with text.
Do all image resizing outside of the document, then reinsert them before saving. Logos or simple images: I
know that is a lot to digest, but by getting the formatting correct upfront, you can ensure that your manuscript
is converted into a beautiful eBook. If you need help converting your book into an eBook and publishing your
book for Kindle, iBooks, Kobo, and more , BookBaby would be happy to help. About Chris Robley Chris
Robley has written posts in this blog. Chris Robley is an award-winning poet, songwriter, performer, and
music producer who now lives in Portland, Maine after more than a decade in Portland, Oregon.
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Chapter 3 : How To Format An Ebook In Microsoft Word Using Styles
The Ebook to EPUB AZW Converter has designed its interface with clear divides, with output format icons listed, to
EPUB, PDF, AZW, MOBI and Text. So it is obvious that you are able to convert books from Kindle to PDF by one step.

We spread, broadcast and share technical knowledge. Well, the solution of your problem is easy because you
can simply convert your e-Book to. In fact, the ePub e-Book Extension is a format for files which do not have
DRM-Protection that you usually get for free and they work great on any device or software. Obviously, what
I recommend for you to do is converting your desired e-Books to that. You can use that method to convert any
type of e-Books to ePub or other formats so you can read it nicely to perform the best on Any Device and Any
e-Reader. How to Get Started? Step 2 Download Calibre Calibre is an open source software e-Book Converter
for reading and converting various e-Book Formats as well as syncing to many different kinds of eBook
readers. Now everything is ready and that you already have Calibre installed on your machine by that time.
Simply, what you need now is just importing the e-Books you wish to convert to an other format. To do so,
you have to click on Add Books button on the top left. So, you can simply highlight your e-Books and click on
Convert Books button. Calibre out-put Format Once you click on that button, notice that output format of your
selected e-Book is set to ePub by default so you can just click OK or you may want to change it. Great, there
is only one single step left and it is exporting your e-Book File that you have just made from Calibre Library
to your computer disk. How to Export e-Books in Calibre? Finally, that is the last step and you just have to
save or export your converted e-Book from your Calibre Library to your Computer Disk. Move your mouse
and just look at top of Calibre where you would find a button called Save To Disk click on the small
Down-Arrow on the right of the icon. Save ePub Format to Disk A menu will appear and you have preferably
to choose "Save only EPUB format to disk" to save it in ePub Format or click on "Save single format to disk"
if you have already converted it to different format and you wish to save it. I have always been in love with
technology which is the knowledge that I am seeking for. I like everything about computers, smartphones and
operating systems. Explore More Get new posts directly into your mail.
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Chapter 4 : blog.quintoapp.com: Kindle eBooks: Kindle Store: Literature & Fiction, Foreign Languages, Rom
eBook DRM Removal Bundle DRM Removal Bundle is all in one tools to remove ebook DRM protection, it support
Adobe Digital editions drm ADEPT, Kindle and Barnes Noble ebooks. it is easy to use and drag drop to work. user can
view non-drm ebook on iPad, NOOK, Sony Reader or other device without limitation, convert ebook to pdf/doc format in.

An EPUB file is the most widely-accepted ebook format on the market. A free and open standard based on
HTML much like the files your web browser would read , EPUB is a remarkably flexible format that supports
a wealth of features. The latest version, EPUB 3 , will even permit you to add multimedia content like video
and audio clips. What is a mobi file? One can only assume. Amazon is the largest ebook retailer in the world
by quite a long way: This massive market share is part of the reason why they can insist on using their own
format. Structurally, both formats are quite similar. The Reedsy team ran countless tests and found the
conversion to be pretty seamless. If you export an ebook using the Reedsy Book Editor , you will have the
option to choose your ebook retailers. When should you use PDF files? The PDF, which has remained one of
the most popular document formats since its debut in , is still widely used in publishing for two purposes. A
print-on-demand book, sourced from a PDF file. Graphically Intensive eBooks Both EPUBs and mobis are
great at handling text-intensive books like novels, memoirs and some non-fiction books. They are, however,
less awesome at dealing with books that have a lot of images, graphs and photos â€” art books and travel
guides, for example. If you need your ebook to look exactly the same as the print version, you may wish to sell
it as a PDF, which will ensure fidelity across all devices. The downside is that basic black-and-white Kindles
and e-readers like it will struggle to display them well â€” as these PDF books will tend to be fixed-width.
Unlike an EPUB file, where the text is "reflowable" and will adapt to the shape and size of your device,
reading a small-print PDF book on a Kindle Paperwhite is nothing short of a chore. Creating EPUBs and
print-ready PDFs Reedsy offers a free online book editing tool that lets you professionally format a book with
no training required. To find out more about the how the Reedsy Book Editor can help you publish your own
book, click here. To learn more about how to set up your ebook on the different retailers, read our master
guide on ebook publishing platforms. If you have any thoughts or questions on choosing a file format, drop us
a message in the box below.
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Chapter 5 : blog.quintoapp.com: Buy Fiction, Non-Fiction, and Textbooks Online
EPUB. The ePub format is an open format designed by the Open eBook Forum and developed by the International
Digital Publishing Forum. Based on XHTML and XML, it was made with the intention to be a both source file format and
end user format.

While many think it is difficult or even tiresome trying to get a manuscript passed by Smashwords, the truth is
that it is very easy. For those used to using Kindle publishing, it often comes as a surprise that the file you
uploaded to KDP is unsuitable for other formats. The reason is simple. Kindle converts your file to their one
proprietary format and so long as it fits on the screen, you pass. The problem with this though is that bad
formatting that is inherent in your document will affect the quality of your ebook. I have read many Kindle
ebooks that have suffered from this. It is extremely annoying when fonts change, line spacing and paragraph
formatting changes and page breaks create unwanted blank pages or the table of contents is badly formed. To
avoid these problems, it is important to format an ebook correctly before uploading and publishing. When
publishing with Smashwords, your ebook file needs to be suitable for nine different ebook formats, not just
one. This is why you need to change your thinking from simply producing a Word document, to producing an
ebook file. One that will appear exactly the same in any ebook format. I now have the habit of preparing a new
book for Smashwords first, and then publishing the file to KDP so I know the ebook will be perfect on Kindle
as well. So what do you need to do to correctly format an ebook? These are guidelines that should be applied
to Kindle ebooks as well. Key points for formatting your manuscript. There are font sizes larger than 18pt in
the document. This is usually on the title page or line spaces after the title. Reduce all large sized fonts to a
maximum of 18pt. Styles are what gives every line in your document its properties. Too many styles with too
many attributes will cause problems and inconsistency in the text. This help page from Microsoft gives a good
basic guide to styles. My advice is to use only a few styles. Paragraphs are the cause of many problems
because ebooks need absolute consistency. An ebook needs to be flexible with text, line length and
paragraphs. Just think about what happens when you read in landscape or portrait mode and how the text
changes. Paragraph Settings Also, reading an ebook on different screen sizes from a smartphone to a tablet
needs fluid text. The best method to achieve this is to eliminate line breaks. I know many authors who get a
little upset about not having a line space between paragraphs, but this is an ebook and not a book. Books do
not change size and shape, but ebooks do, so leave the thought of beautiful typography out of your thinking. In
the image, you can see that first line indent is used to create paragraphs with no line spacing before and after a
line. The most important point about creating an ebook file in Word is maintaining consistency throughout the
whole document. The fact that a book takes an awfully long time to write creates most of the problems, as
little attention is taken with regard to formatting while in the process of writing. That means to convert your
whole Microsoft Word file to plain text and then copy it back into a new Word file and start the whole
formatting process from scratch. Then getting your ebook approved is easy. So happy ebook formatting. We
now also have a video guide to help you to format your ebooks for Kindle or Smashwords. Read our detailed
and updated step-by-step formatting guide:
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Chapter 6 : Which is the best format for ebooks? | Ask Jack | Technology | The Guardian
A step by step guide to formatting an ebook in a Microsoft Word document. One of the common questions I am asked is
about how to get the right formatting for an ebook for Kindle, Smashwords or Draft2Digital.

Likewise, drop capitals and anything too fancy, distract from the on-screen experience. I mean, you can have
them, of course you can, but if you are doing this by yourself, keep it simple. Having removed all the things
that hinder free-flowing text, you can put in all the extras that ebooks enjoy, such as: You need to see the
formatting marks, so turn them on, as well as the navigation pane and the ruler, by clicking the back-to-front P
sign the paragraph symbol used by proofreaders. Click the circled P sign to view all the formatting marks in
Word Use the built-in styles that Word provides. That way you harness their power, while keeping your
preferred style. It will also allow your headings to appear in the navigation pane and the Table of Contents
automatically. Word comes with a wealth of pre-set styles which you can easily adapt to suit your own
preferences Create your own paragraph styles. Make your paragraphs look exactly the way you want them to
appear, then create a style that captures that format. Do not use spaces or tabs to set an indent, use the ruler
indent marks to move the first line if required. Give it a name. Use it to format all the rest of your document.
Insert hyperlinks to take your readers to where you want them to be. Copy the address of the page you want
your readers to link to, then insert a hyperlink to that address. You can link to review sites, websites, social
media, email or, most importantly, the sales pages of your other books. Insert a hyperlinked Table of Contents.
If you have used the in-built Word headings, inserting a Table of Contents is a simple matter of clicking on the
Reference Tab in word and choosing to insert a Table of Contents. Turn off page numbers, select hyperlinks,
click OK and that is that! Provided by ALLi partner member The Book Reality Experience, the course lasts
just over an hour and will show you, step-by-step exactly how to implement the tips above. Click here for
more information.
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Chapter 7 : How To Format An Ebook Using Microsoft Word Styles
This means that the ebook was originally a PDF and has been encrypted to protect the author from the risk of piracy.
PDF is the most popular document publishing format for general use.

Share via Email Which is the best ebook format? Martin Argles for the Guardian Could you please clarify the
various formats for digital books? Then I can decide which hardware to buy. I hope to avoid opting for a
latter-day equivalent of Betamax. Lydia W An ebook format should offer a good reading experience, be an
open standard format or at least openly licensed , have the support of both publishers and hardware vendors,
and be guaranteed to work for the foreseeable future, if not forever. Buying ebooks requires compromises and
an act of faith. The Wikipedia page on ebook formats lists a couple of dozen, but most can be discounted.
Another Wikipedia page, Comparison of ebook formats , has a table to show which e-readers support which
formats. However, the situation is worse than it sounds because the files can be either unprotected or protected
by a DRM digital rights wanagement wrapper. DRM can stop you from reading an ebook even if the file
format is compatible with your e-reader. DRM is particularly dangerous when the file has to be authenticated
by an online server because the supplier can go bust or shut down the server or cut you off. You might think
this is unlikely but both Google and Microsoft have done it, albeit not with ebooks. While DRM is often hated
by users if they know about it , book publishers may insist on it. They are understandably afraid of the
widespread piracy that afflicts the music and movie industries. Most authors are not going to make up any
losses by performing live. In many respects, ePub is the best choice. It was developed by the International
Digital Publishing Forum design by committee , and most popular e-readers can handle it, with the notable
exception of the Amazon Kindle. It has two main drawbacks. Historically, MobiPocket has also been a
reasonable choice. However, MobiPocket has two things in its favour: There is even a fix that enables
MobiPocket vendors to enable the DRM-protected books they have sold to be redownloaded in Kindle format.
This is an awkward one to recommend because it is proprietary to Amazon, and most files have DRM. On the
other hand, it works well, it has massive support from publishers, and Amazon makes it very easy to buy and
consume books on multiple platforms. Although we are used to PCs that offer a wide range of choices at every
level, the Kindle is a typical vertically-integrated consumer platform. In these, a single company owns or
controls everything or as much of it as it can from top to bottom: Vertically-integrated businesses can develop
more integrated products with greater ease of use, while freeing consumers from all the burdens of choice.
Basically, you give up your freedom in exchange for a simpler and perhaps more satisfying life. Of course,
when the vertically integrated company goes bust, gets out of the business, or changes its mind for any reason,
then you may well be stuck with a dying or unsupported system. Usually, you will also be stuck with a load of
content that you can no longer access conveniently, if at all. However, ebooks are bits, not atoms, so there
should be no physical obsolescence, as there is with Betamax tapes or cartridge-loaded games. In the wise
words of Mark Pilgrim: The next best is ePub, but I can understand why people buy Kindles.
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Chapter 8 : How to Put Free Ebooks on Your Amazon Kindle | blog.quintoapp.com
An ebook format should offer a good reading experience, be an open standard format (or at least openly licensed), have
the support of both publishers and hardware vendors, and be guaranteed to.

So what will you do if you need to read Kindle books on iPad, iPhone and other e-readers? Well, the easiest
way at present is to convert Kindle to PDF, which has been widely accepted by digital devices. You may
wonder it is necessary to remove Kindle DRM by the way. Actually, the truth is that most Kindle eBook file
format converters remove DRM restrictions automatically when you import Kindle files into. You can pick up
according to your accurate needs. But there are also some limitations in those Kindle eBook to PDF
converters, and you will get fewer filters correspondently. So if you just need to convert Kindle to PDF files
without further editing, using online Kindle converter will be better. To be more specific, there are many
eBook converters organized in different types, to convert open eBook file formats with each other. Choose
Browse button first, to upload Kindle files or folders online. Finally, click the download link to save converted
PDF books. Zamzar When people mention online file conversion, Zamzar will always be exampled, to be free
and high quality file output online converters. Moreover, no matter which eBook file format you convert to,
you can see two tables below, which explains everything in detail, to give you additional lessons by the way.
The Kindle eBook file size should not up to MB, or you need to purchase to continue. Furthermore, you can
edit metadata and organize Kindle files, to regard it as one folder, to store your kindle eBooks. Calibre Calibre
has been top eBook editor and converter, to deal with most Kindle problems. The built-in Calibre library
enables people to organize Kindle files in certain orderliness. Of course, Kindle to PDF batch conversion is
also supported. After you install Calibre on PC, choose Add books on the toolbar. After all Kindle files
importing, highlight them and click Convert books option, to select PDF as output format, and you can edit
metadata to change the detail settings within this window. Finally, tap the Kindle PDF book download link to
save into new folders. So you just need to set PDF as Kindle output format, to change book format in few
clicks. So it is obvious that you are able to convert books from Kindle to PDF by one step. Choose Add Files
on the top to load Kindle books. Hit the Open option besides the Work Progress bar, to view where your
Kindle books are. Kindle Converter You can see what this software can do from its name already. The high
quality PDF file conversion and no quality loss are the represent features of Kindle Converter. You can drag
and drop files to import, or upload a Kindle eBook folder to batch convert into PDF as well. Hit Add files or
Add Folder buttons on the top, and then select PDF as output format, do not forget to choose location to save
converted Kindle files to, choose Convert button later. After all work have been done, you can see the Kindle
Converter window, which announce how many files converted, click OK to finish.
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Chapter 9 : How to Format Ebooks | Pen and the Pad
Dear Lifehacker, I've got a lot of ebooks in PDF and other formats, but some e-readersâ€”like, oh, this iPad I just
boughtâ€”only support specific formats with their default reader apps.

It ensures that your document will be clean of background code that can affect fonts, paragraph styles and line
spacing. All of these background elements can alter the look of your ebook once it is published. For a
full-length novel, the whole process to format an ebook should take no longer than an hour, so it is well
worthwhile to spend this small amount of time to make sure your readers get to read a perfect ebook. So,
where do you start? This guide is applicable to all versions as far back as Word Open your document, and
click on the Home tab, and Styles button It will open the styles pane. Depending on your version of Microsoft
Word, this may be a pop-up or a sidebar. For an ebook, it is best practice to keep these to a minimum.
Normally, you will only need four or five at most. If there are more than this in your document, it definitely
needs to be cleaned up. In the image above, you can see that I have created my own Styles, which I find easier
to use instead of the default Heading 1 style, Heading 2 etc. To create a new style, click on the green plus
button. From the main screen, you can access other elements of your new Style. Click the Format button to set
other elements and to modify a style. The most important is the paragraph setting. This is the most important
part of how to format an ebook. As an ebook must be flexible in how it displays text, you need to use a first
line indent, with no line spacing at all. If your book has tables of contents, you can also apply styles to that
section. This will strip all the background code and formatting from your manuscript. Now open a new Word
document. Keep your original file as a backup copy. Also, do not use the same file name, otherwise your
original will be overwritten when the new document is saved. My Book Ebook Version. There should only be
two Styles in this new clean document as above â€” Clear Formatting and Normal. If there are any others,
which is highly unlikely, it means that your document is not all in plain text, or that there is some hidden code
in your document. This will highlight the location of the unwanted Style. Sometimes it can simply be what
looks like a blank space or line that is highlighted in blue. Delete these, and you will then have only two
Styles. Then change the Style of the first chapter heading. Continue on through your whole book, one chapter
at a time. As you go through your book, one very important error to look out for are blank line breaks or
paragraph marks. When you find these blank lines, as indicated above, delete them. If you follow this
procedure for Using Word Styles to prepare your publishing document and format an ebook using your new
Word file, it will be absolutely perfect and you can be confident that when you publish your ebook, it will be a
pleasure for readers to read â€” on any device.
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